In this paper, we explore different techniques to synthesize modular invariants for synchronous code encoded as Horn clauses. Modular invariants are a set of formulas that characterizes the validity of predicates. They are very useful for different aspects of analysis, synthesis, testing and program transformation. We describe two techniques to generate modular invariants for code written in the synchronous dataflow language Lustre. The first technique directly encodes the synchronous code in a modular fashion. While in the second technique, we synthesize modular invariants starting from a monolithic invariant. Both techniques, take advantage of analysis techniques based on propertydirected reachability. We also describe a technique to minimize the synthesized invariants.
Introduction
In this paper, we present an algorithm for synthesizing modular invariants for synchronous programs. Modular invariants are useful for different aspects of analysis, synthesis, testing and program transformation. For instance, embedded systems often contains complex modal behavior that describe how the system interacts with its environment. Such modal behaviors are usually described via hierarchical state machines (HSM). The latter are used in model-based development notations such as Simulink and SCADE -the de-facto standard for software development in avionics and many other industries. For the purpose of safety analysis, Simulink/SCADE models are compiled to a lower level modeling language, usually a synchronous dataflow language such as Lustre [4] . Preserving the original (hierarchical and modular) structure of the model is paramount to the success of the analysis process. In this paper, we illustrate a technique to preserve such structure via a modular compilation process. Specifically, our techniques consists of compiling in a modular fashion Lustre programs into Horn clauses.
The use of Horn clauses as intermediate representation for verification was proposed in [8] , with the verification of concurrent programs as the main application. The underlying procedure for solving sets of recursion-free Horn clauses, over the combined theory of Linear Rational Arithmetic (LRA) and Uninterpreted Functions (UF), was presented in [7] . A range of further applications of Horn clauses includes inter-procedural/exchange format for verification problems that is supported by the SMT solver Z3 [9] . In this paper, we show how to use such techniques to generate modular invariants for Lustre programs.
While on one hand we generate modular invariants by encoding the synchronous code in a modular fashion, on the other hand, we are interested to synthesize modular invariants from a monolithic invariant. That is, given an invariant for a program that is obtained by flattening the hierarchical structure, we want to reconstruct the modular invariant. We describe a technique that generates modular invariants from a monolithic one.
Finally, once we obtain modular invariants, we are interested in minimizing such invariants. In particular, in our setting the invariants correspond to a contract that a component must satisfy. In general, the contract is state-full, i.e., it is an automaton (or a protocol). In practice, it is important to generate contracts with minimal state (i.e., minimal automata). We sketch a direction for minimization based on a CEGAR-like [5] technique.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• Two techniques to generate modular invariants for synchronous code. One based on a modular compilation of Lustre code into Horn clauses, and a second one based on extracting modular invariants from monolithic invariants.
• An implementation of these techniques that targets programs written in the synchronous dataflow language Lustre.
• A sketch of a technique to minimize invariants using CEGAR-type approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce synchronous languages in general and the synchronous dataflow language Lustre. In Section 3, we describe the first technique a procedure to compile in a modular fashion Lustre code into Horn clauses. In Section 4, we illustrate the second technique to derive modular invariants from a monolithic one. We conclude the paper in Section 5 with a discussion on the minimization of invariants.
Preliminaries
Synchronous languages are a class of languages proposed for the design of so called "reactive systems" -systems that maintain a permanent interaction with physical environment. Such languages are based on the theory of synchronous time, in which the system and its environment are considered to both view time with some "abstract" universal clock. In order to simplify reasoning about such systems, outputs are usually considered to be calculated instantly [2] . Examples of such languages include Esterel [3] , Signal [1] and Lustre [4] . In this paper, we will concentrate on the latter. Lustre combines each data stream with an associated clock as a mean to discretize time. The overall system is considered to have a universal clock that represents the smallest time span the system is able to distinguish, with additional, coarser-grained, user-defined clocks. Therefore the overall system may have different subsections that react to inputs at different frequencies. At each clock tick, the system is considered to evaluate all streams, so all values are considered stable for any actual time spent in the instant between ticks. A stream position can be used to indicate a specific value of a stream in a given instant, indexed by its clock tick. A stream at position 0 is in its initial configuration. Positions prior to this have no defined stream value. A Lustre program defines a set of equations of the form:
where y i are output or local variables and u i are input variables. Variables in Lustre are used to represent individual streams and they are typed, with basic types including streams of Real numbers, Integers, and Booleans. Lustre programs and subprograms are expressed in terms of Nodes. Nodes directly model subsystems in a modular fashion, with an externally visible set of inputs and outputs. A node can be seen as a mapping of a finite set of input streams (in the form of a tuple) to a finite set of output streams (also expressed as a tuple). The top node is the main node of the program, the one that interface with the environment of the program and never be called by another node.
At each instant t, the node takes in the values of its input streams and returns the values of its output streams. Operationally, a node has a cyclic behavior: at each cycle t, it takes as input the value of each input stream at position or instant t, and returns the value of each output stream at instant t. This computation is assumed to be immediate in the computation model. Lustre nodes have a limited form of memory in that, when computing the output values they can also look at input and output values from previous instants, up to a finite limit statically determined by the program itself. Figure 1 describes a simple Lustre program: a node that every four computation steps activates its output signal, starting at the third step. The reset input reinitializes this counter. Typically, the body of a Lustre node consists in a set of definitions, stream equations of the form x = t (as seen in Figure 1 ) where x is a variable denoting an output or a locally defined stream and t is an expression, in a certain stream algebra, whose variables name input, output, or local streams. More generally, x can be a tuple of stream variables and t an expression evaluating to a tuple of the same type. 
Modular synthesis
In the last section we gave an informal overview of the synchrounous dataflow language Lustre. A formal semantics of Lustre is described in [4] . In this section, we describe our technique to generate modular Horn clauses starting from Lustre code.
A Lustre program L is a collection of nodes
where N 0 is the top node, i.e., the main function. Each node is represented by the following tuple:
where I i , O i and L i are set of input, output and local variables. Init i and Trans i represents the set of formulas for the initial states and the transition relation respectively, and they are defined as follows:
where
• expressions s i are arbitrary Lustre expression including node calls N j (u 1 , . . . , u n );
• ρ function maps expression to expression and projects the binary initialization operators →:
, a safety property P is any expression over the signature over the main node N 0 . A common way to express safety property in synchronous languages is the use of synchronous observers [11] . The latter is a wrapper used to test observable properties of a node N with minimal modification the node itself; it returns an error signal if the property does not hold, reducing the more complicated property to a single Boolean stream where we need to check if the stream is constantly true.
We now describe the compiler lus2horn :
generates a set of Horn clauses H that are semantically equivalent to L. The current compiler only handles a simplified version of the Lustre v4 language without the constructs to manipulate clocks, or complex data structure. The following steps describe the various stages of lus2horn:
Normalization: In the first phase the compiler lus2horn transforms the equations of the Lustre node to extract the stateful computations that appear inside expressions. Stateful computation can either be the explicit use of a pre construct or the call to another node which may be stateful. The extraction is made through a linear traversal of the node's equations, introducing new equations for stateful computation 1 . When possible, tuple definition are split as simpler definitions. To ease later computation, each node call is labeled by a unique identifier. The following set of expressions give an example of such normalization: a = f alse → (not reset and not (pre b)); −→ pb = pre b; a = f alse → (not reset and not pb);
The following definitions are the normalization functions Norm N , Norm Eq and Norm Expr , a single node N, an equations and an expression respectively.
• The normalization of an expression returns a modified expression along with a set of newly bound In Norm expr , op is a Lustre operator, N i is a node in a Lustre program L and uid is a unique identifier associated to the call of N i with arguments (e 1 , . . . , e n ).
• Normalization of a node equation simplifies tuple definitions and normalizes each expression. It returns a set of equations with normalized expressions: • Last the normalization of a node amounts to normalize each expression in each definition; the newly bound variables are added to the set of local variables.
State computation: The state of a node is characterized by its memories: variables defined by pre constructs, as well as the memories associated to each of its calling node instances.
We first define the set of local memories for a node:
xMem(N i ) = {v ∈ L i | {v = pre e; } ∈ Trans i } Then we characterize the set of callee instances, using their unique identifies uid:
. . , e n ); } ∈ Trans N i } We denote by State i the set of memories fully characterizing the state of a N i node instance 2 .
Generating Horn predicates: Once the memories of a node have been identified, a predicate describing the transition relation can be expressed as a Horn clause. The latter is defined over inputs, outputs, previous value of the node's state State i and updated state State i . We then produce the following Horn rule encoding the transition relation predicate:
Here, we use the Horn clause format introduced in Z3 [9] , where (rule expr) universally quantify the free variables of the SMT-LIB expression expr.The function φ (expr) is recursively defined as • (uid N j _v l ) 1≤l≤k ∈ State i denotes the state representation of the instance uid of node N j and (uid N j _v l ) 1≤l≤k ∈ State i .
Similarly the Horn rule encoding the initial state is defined as follows:
Given a Horn clause H of the form (rule ⇒ Body B), where Body is a conjunction of expression and B is a predicate, a model π : B → F is a mapping from B to a set of formulas F such that it makes every rule H valid. In other words, π represents the set of invariants for the Horn clause H.
Let 
(iii) characterizes the set of initial states while (iv) defines the induction step. Let P L be the expression representing the safety property for the Lustre program L = [N 0 , N 1 , . . . , N m ]. As specified above, P L is a predicate defined over the signature of the main node N 0 . Let P H be its equivalent in Horn clauses format, i.e. P H = φ (P L ). Then, we encode the checking of the property P H on the Horn encoding as defined above in the following manner:
where Error is the predicate marking the error state. Such state is reachable if and only if the property is not valid. If its unreachable then the property is valid. Tools like Z3 [9] are able to give a certificate for (un)reachability. A certificate of reachability is in a nutshell a proof of unsatisfiability. In this case the certificate is presented as a trace. A certificate for un-reachability is in a nutshell a model for the recursive predicates. The following theorem establishes a correspondence relation between Lustre program and the compiled Horn clauses H using the function lus2horn. Proof: A classical strong bisimulation proof only sketched here: the two set of initial states coincide while each transition that could be performed on one side is computable on the other: (i) for every execution of L there is a derivation of H, and (ii) for every derivation of H there is an equivalent execution of L.
Example
As an example of the compilation process lus2horn, we will consider a simple Lustre program that compares two implementations of a 2-bit counter: a low-level Boolean implementation and a higherlevel implementation using integers. The left hand side of Figure 2 illustrate the Lustre code. The greycounter node internally repeats the sequence ab = {00, 01, 11, 10, 00, ...} indefinitely, while the integercounter node repeats the sequence time = {0, 1, 2, 3, 0, ...}. In both cases the counter returns a boolean value that is true if and only if the counter is in its third step or input variable reset is true. The top node test is an example of a synchronous observer. So we wish to verify the safety property that both implementations have the same observable behavior, i.e. that the stream OK is always true. On the right hand side of Figure 2 is the corresponding Horn clauses encoding 3 . The predicates IC, GC and T encode the transition relation of the nodes intcounter, greycounter and top respectively. While the predicate IC_Init, GC_Init and T _Init encode the initial states of the three nodes. The predicate M encode the main entry point of the two counters Lustre program; while Error is a predicate used to mark the error states.
Using the PDR engine of Z3 [9] we are able to get the modular invariant of the Horn encoding for the predicate IC, GC, M and T . For example, for the predicates IC_Init, IC and GC_Init, GC we obtain the following invariants:
For example, for the node intcounter, denoted by the predicates IC_Init and IC, we obtain that the variable time is bound in the interval [0, 3] .
( r u l e ( ⇒ ( and (M r e s e t ' ok ' ga gb i t ) (T r e s e t t o k ga gb i t ga ' gb ' i t ' ) ) (M r e s e t t o k ga ' gb ' i t ' ) ) ) ( r u l e ( ⇒ ( and (M r e s e t ok ga gb i t )
( not (= ok t r u e ) ) ) E r r o r ) ( q u e r y E r r o r ) 
From monolithic to modular invariants
In the last section we illustrated how we compile a Lustre program in a modular fashion and obtain a Horn clause representation. Such encoding allows to generate modular invariants by exploiting tools based on property-directed reachability such as Z3 [9] . In this section, we describe a technique to synthesize a modular invariants given a monolithic invariant. The latter is an invariant over an inlined version of the program, in which all the nodes (non-recurisve predicate) are inlined to the main Lustre node. Formally, it is defined as follows:
. . , N m ] be a Lustre program and H = lus2horn(L) be the set of Horn clauses defined in the previous section. Let K = inline(H) an inlined version of H. That is all the non-recursive predicate are inlined by resolution. The function inline(H), will generate a tuple M = (I N 0 , T N 0 ), where I N 0 and T N 0 are the predicates for the initial states and the transition relation as defined in (i) and (ii) of Section 3. Let P K be a safety property. Checking the property P K over M as defined in (v) of Section 3, we obtain an invariant π : M → F , where F is a set of formulas valid in M.
We call π a monolithic invariant.
Given a monolithic invariant π defined as above, we are interested in obtaining modular invariants. That is, given a modular encoding of the program we would like to reconstruct the modular invariant from π. The following theorem states that given a monolithic invariant we can obtain a modular invariant for a modularly defined Horn clauses. Theorem 2. Let π : M → F be a monolithic invariant for M = (I N 0 , T N 0 ) of an inlined Horn clause K = inline(H). Then, π can be extended to a model π for the Horn clause H; where H is a modular set of Horn clauses as defined in Section 3.
Given a modular Horn clauses H as defined by the rules (i) and (ii) in Section 3, where I N 0 and T N 0 are the predicates for the initial and transition relation of the top node, we encode the following Horn rules in order to get a modular invariants:
where Mono is the predicate representing the monolithic invariant. Rule (vi) encode the rule for the initial states, while rule (vii) encode the reachability of the transition relation, where Error is the predicate that marks the error state. By checking the reachability of the Error state we can obtain, as expected, a certificate of un-reachability of it, producing a modular invariant for the predicates of in H.
Example (cont.)
Continuing the example from previous section, let MONO be the monolithic invariant for the inlined version of the two_counters, defined as follows:
( d e f i n e −f u n MONO ( ( r e s e t Bool ) ( ok Bool ) ( ga Bool ) ( gb Bool ) ( i t I n t ) ) Bool ( l e t ( ( tmp ( not ( o r ( not (<= i t 0 ) ) ( not (>= i t 0 ) ) ) ) ) ) ( and ok ( o r tmp ga gb r e s e t ) ( o r (<= i t 2 ) ( not ga ) ( not r e s e t ) ) (<= i t 3 ) ( o r (>= i t 3 ) ( not gb ) ga ) ( o r (>= i t 2 ) ( not gb ) ( not ga ) ) ) ) )
Given the modular definition of the Horn rules for IC, GC and T as defined in the sub-section 3.1, we encode the reachability challenge in the following way:
( r u l e (=> ( and (T r e s e t t o k ga gb i t ga ' gb ' i t ' ) ) (MONO r e s e t ' ok ga gb i t ) ( not (MONO r e s e t ' t o k ga ' gb ' i t ' ) ) ) E r r o r ) ) ( q u e r y E r r o r ) Z3 produces a certificate for such queries over the predicates IC, GC and T .
Minimization of modular interface
Given a Horn clause H of the form (rule (⇒ Body B)), where Body is a conjunction of expressions and B is a predicate, we can get an invariant π : B → F , which is of the form:
where f ∈ F , and F is a set of formulas which makes the predicate B valid. Such invariant could be obtained using techniques from property-based reachability [9] or other techniques for invariant generators, e.g., template-based [10] or abstract interpretation-based [6] . In a nutshell, π represents a set of formulae which prescribe the behavior of that particular component. In other words, it represents an interface (or contract) of the component. We are interested in obtaining a smaller interface (or contract). Specifically, we are interested in minimizing the set of state variables for π. This means, minimizing the bits representing the state variables. For example, if the variables in State are represented by bit vectors, we are interested in minimizing the number of bits. More generally, we define the notion of ranks of state variables as follows:
Definition 2 (Rank of state variables). Let V be a set of state variables. We define the number of bits as a function rank : P(V ) → NxN, from the set of state variables V to a pair (Ī,B), whereĪ is the number of integers andB is the number of bits representing it.
The following are some examples of ranks of state variables: Given an invariant we are interested in finding another invariant which is smaller, c.f. less rank of state variables. Formally, we define smaller invariant using lexicographic order as follows:
Definition 3 (Lexicographic order). Let V be a set of state variables. Let rank : V → NxN be the function defined in Def. 2. Let State H , State K ⊆ V be two sets of state variables. There is a lexicographic order < State over the set V such that
where ≤ N 2 denotes the usual lexicographic orderings of pairs of the classical order:
The definition is lifted to invariants in the following way:
For the predicates in example ( * ) we have the ordering Q < State R < State P. We now sketch our idea of minimization of invariants. Let H be the set of Horn clauses as defined in Section 3, for which we have obtained a set of modular invariants π 0 , . . . , π m for the Horn rules H 0 , . . . , H m of H. Our aim is to generate a set of invariants π 0 , . . . , π n such that the predicates of the Horn rules H 0 , . . . H m have been minimized. That is, we generate predicates Q 0 , . . . , Q m such that Q 0 < State P 0 , . . . , Q m < State P m where P 0 , . . . , P m are the predicates for the Horn rules H 0 , . . . , H m .
In a nutshell, our approach of minimization is an iterative one which is based on a CEGAR [5] type technique. We start by abstracting the Horn rules by removing state variables from the signature of their predicates. Let H be the set of Horn rules and H the abstracted one. We check whether the safety property P is valid in H (c.f. (v) in Section 3). If the result is unsatisfiable then we are done, i.e., we have found certificate of unsatisfiability for smaller predicates, hence smaller invariants. If the result is satisfiable, it means we have a spurious counterexamples, traces for H that falsify the property P but are not legal traces of H. In this case we need to refine H .
Let t be a trace of H that falsifies the property P. However, the corresponding trace t of H is not legal, hence is unsatisfiable. This means that there is a constraint Z in t\t . Therefore, we refine H by finding the smallest subset of Z that makes t unsatisfiable.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have described two techniques to synthesis modular invariants for synchronous code encoded as Horn clauses. Modular invariants are very useful for different aspects of analysis, synthesis, testing and program transformation. We have described two techniques to generate modular invariants for code written in the synchronous dataflow language Lustre. The first technique directly encodes the synchronous code in a modular fashion. While in the second technique, we synthesize modular invariants starting from a monolithic invariant. Both techniques take advantage of analysis techniques based on property-directed reachability. Both techniques have been implemented in a tool that targets the verification of safety properties specified in Lustre. We have also sketched a technique for minimizing invariants following a CEGAR-like approach. In the future, we plan to fully work the details of the minimization process and implement such techniques.
